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Odds are your web application is displaying text to a reader. Much of the
design of a website is about the placement, size, weight, and layout of text. In
this chapter, we’ll look at how Tailwind lets you control the display of text.

Size and Shape
Perhaps the first thing you notice about text on a web page is its size and
styling. Tailwind provides a series of utilities for each.
The effective default for text size is the text-base class, which defines the CSS properties font-size: 1rem and line-height: 1.5rem, meaning the font size for text-base is the same
as the font size for the root element of your page, and the line height is 1.5 times
that size. Tailwind provides a family of utilities, text-{size}, which includes two
smaller steps, ten larger ones, and the base class, giving us thirteen sizes overall.
Each step defines a font size and a line height, as listed in the table on page 6.
This is our first encounter with one of Tailwind’s explicit design goals, which
is to provide a consistent set of steps for a potentially infinite set of values.
With the text-{size} family of utilities, Tailwind makes it easy to keep sizing
and spacing consistent throughout the site. As mentioned in Utilities, on page
?, you can use square brackets to define an arbitrary value as the size, as
in text-[20px]; you do need to include the unit as well as the number.
Font styling—your basic bold, italic, underline—is covered by a few different
CSS properties, but from Tailwind’s perspective, these styles are just utility
classes: italic and not-italic, and underline and no-underline. You’d only use not-italic
and no-underline if you want the text to have different characteristics under
different states. This is usually tied to responsive behavior at different screen
sizes, which we’ll look at later in Chapter 7, Responsive Design, on page ?.
You can also use overline and line-through.
If you have underline, overline, or line-through specified, you can add an additional
class to style the line. Your options are decoration-solid, decoration-double, decorationdotted, decoration-dashed, and decoration-wavy, all of which basically do what they
say they do. A pattern specifies the width of the decoration, decoration-{width},
where the default values are 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8 corresponding to width in pixels.
There’s also decoration-auto and decoration-from-font, or you can use an arbitrary
measurement. A similar pattern, underline-offset-{width}, specifies the offset from
the line and uses the same set of numerical values, plus auto. You can specify
the color of the underline as well with the pattern decoration-{color}. (See the
next section for what goes into the color placeholder.)
For bold fonts, CSS provides nine grades of boldness from 100 to 900; normal
text is 400. Tailwind also provides nine utility classes, one for each grade:
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Class

Font Size

text-xs

0.75rem

Line Height

text-sm

0.875rem 1.25rem

text-base

1rem

text-lg

1.125rem 1.75rem

text-xl

1.25rem

1.75rem

text-2xl

1.5rem

2rem

text-3xl

1.875rem 2.25rem

text-4xl

2.25rem

2.5rem

text-5xl

3rem

1

text-6xl

3.75rem

1

text-7xl

4.5rem

1

text-8xl

6rem

1

text-9xl

8rem

1

1rem
1.5rem

font-hairline
font-thin
font-light
font-normal
font-medium
font-semibold
font-bold
font-extrabold
font-black

Not all fonts will have distinct lettering at all weights, but commonly used
web fonts should. I don’t know why Tailwind doesn’t use font-weight-100, which
would seem to be more consistent with other naming. You can get it to do so
by changing the configuration, though (see Chapter 8, Customizing Tailwind,
on page ?). You can also put in an arbitrary value, as in font-[1200].
You might also want to ensure the case of the text. For example, you might
want a header to be all uppercase. Tailwind provides four utility classes for
case, all of which wrap the CSS text-transform property to provide the behavior
the utility name describes:
uppercase
lowercase
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capitalize
normal-case

With these in hand, we can start to build up styles for our actual headers.
The following is, more or less, the default styling for a popular CSS framework’s
title and subtitle defaults:
<h1 class="text-3xl font-semibold">Title</h1>
<h2 class="text-xl">Subtitle</h2>

This gives us a title that’s 1.875rem (30-point type) with a line height of 2.5rem
(36 points) and semibold, and a subtitle that’s 1.25rem (20 points) at normal
weight and a line height of 1.75rem. I often like my headers to be a little more
attention-grabbing, so I might do something like this:
<h1 class="text-4xl font-bold">Title</h1>
<h2 class="text-2xl font-semibold">Subtitle</h2>
<h3 class="text-lg font-medium italic">Header</h3>

This gives us a slightly bolder and bigger title and subtitle, plus a third-level
header that’s a little bit bigger than regular text, a little bit bolder, and also
italic. I might also add some spacing around the headers; we’ll look at how
to do this in Chapter 4, The Box, on page ?.
Remember that Tailwind’s reset styles make it so that h1, h2, and so on have
no default styling, so using those tags with Tailwind is a semantic note that
the text is a header of some kind. It has no stylistic effect.
Right now, there’s a good chance you’re asking whether I’m seriously telling
you it’s a good idea to have to type text-lg font-medium italic every time you want
a header. That’s a lot of typing, it’s on the cryptic side, and it’s a lot of typing.
See Duplication, on page ?, for ideas on how to manage duplication in Tailwind.
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